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Abstract
With a cryptographic root-of-trust for Internet routing (RPKI [9]) on the horizon, we can finally start
planning the deployment of one of the secure interdomain routing protocols proposed over a decade ago
(Secure BGP [13], secure origin BGP [26]). However, if experience with IPv6 is any indicator, this will
be no easy task. Security concerns alone seem unlikely to provide sufficient local incentive to drive the
deployment process forward. Worse yet, the security benefits provided by the S*BGP protocols do not
even kick in until a large number of ASes have deployed them.
Instead, we appeal to ISPs’ interest in increasing revenue-generating traffic. We propose a strategy
that governments and industry groups can use to harness ISPs’ local business objectives and drive global
S*BGP deployment. We evaluate our deployment strategy using theoretical analysis and large-scale simulations on empirical data. Our results give evidence that the market dynamics created by our proposal
can transition the majority of the Internet to S*BGP.
Keywords. BGP security, interdomain routing, incentives, technology diffusion, simulations.
Bibliographic note. This work appeared at SIGCOMM’11.
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Introduction

Th Border Gateway Protocol (BGP), which sets up routes from autonomous systems (ASes) to destinations on the Internet, is amazingly vulnerable to attack [5]. Every few years, a new failure makes the news;
ranging from misconfigurations that cause an AS to become unreachable [20, 22], to possible attempts at
traffic interception [8]. To remedy this, a number of widely-used stop-gap measures have been developed to
detect attacks [11,17]. The next step is to harden the system to a point where attacks can be prevented. After
many years of effort, we are finally seeing the initial deployment of the Resource Public Key Infrastructure
(RPKI) [1,3,19,23], a cryptographic root-of-trust for Internet routing that authoritatively maps ASes to their
IP prefixes and public keys. With RPKI on the horizon, we can now realistically consider deploying the
S*BGP protocols, proposed a decade ago, to prevent routing failures by validating AS-level paths: Secure
BGP (S-BGP) [13] and Secure Origin BGP (soBGP) [26].

1.1

Economic benefits for S*BGP adoption.

While governments and industry groups may have an interest in S*BGP deployment, ultimately, the
Internet lacks a centralized authority that can mandate the deployment of a new secure routing protocol.
Thus, a key hurdle for the transition to S*BGP stems from the fact that each AS will make deployment
decisions according to its own local business objectives.
Lessons from IPv6? Indeed, we have seen this problem before. While IPv6 has been ready for deployment
since around 1998, the lack of tangible local incentive for IPv6 deployment means that we are only now
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starting to see the seeds of large-scale adoption. Conventional wisdom suggests that S*BGP will suffer
from a similar lack of local incentives for deployment. The problem is exacerbated by the fact that an AS
cannot validate the correctness of an AS-level path unless all the ASes on the path deployed S*BGP. Thus,
the security benefits of S*BGP only apply after a large fraction of ASes have already deployed the protocol.
Economic incentives for adoption. We observe that, unlike IPv6, S*BGP can impact routing of Internet
traffic, and that this may be used to drive S*BGP deployment. These crucial observations enable us to
avoid the above issues and show that global S*BGP deployment is possible even if local ASes’ deployment
decisions are not motivated by security concerns. To this end, we present a prescriptive strategy for S*BGP
deployment that relies solely on Internet Service Providers’ (ISPs) local economic incentives to drive global
deployment; namely, ISP’s interest in attracting revenue-generating traffic to their networks.
Our strategy is prescriptive. We propose guidelines for how (a) ASes should deploy S*BGP in their
networks, and (b) governments, industry groups, and other interested parties should invest their resources in
order to drive S*BGP deployment forward.
1. Break ties in favor of secure paths. First, we require ASes that deploy S*BGP to actually use it to inform
route selection. However, rather than requiring security be the first criterion ASes use to select routes, we
only require secure ASes to break ties between equally-good routes in favor of secure routes. This way,
we create incentives for ISPs to deploy S*BGP so they can transit more revenue-generating customer traffic
than their insecure competitors.
2. Make it easy for stubs to adopt S*BGP. 85% of ASes in the Internet are stubs (i.e., ASes with no customers) [7]. Because stubs earn no revenue from providing Internet service, we argue for driving down their
deployment costs by having ISPs sign BGP announcements on their behalf or deploy a simplex (unidirectional) S*BGP [18] on their stub customers. In practice, such a simplex S*BGP must either be extremely
lightweight or heavily subsidized.
3. Create market pressure via early adopters. We propose that governments and industry groups concentrate their regulatory efforts, or financial incentives, on convincing a small set of early adopters to deploy
S*BGP. We show that this set of early adopters can create sufficient market pressure to convince a large
fraction of ASes to follow suit.

1.2

Evaluation: Model and simulations.
To evaluate our proposal, we needed a model of the S*BGP deployment process.

Inspiration from social networks? At first glance, it seems that the literature on technology adoption in
social networks would be applicable here [10, 12, 21, 24, 25, 27]. However, in social networks models, an
entity’s decision to adopt a technology depends only on its immediate neighbors in the graph; in our setting,
this depends on the number of secure paths. This complication means that many elegant results from this
literature have no analogues in our setting.
Our model. In contrast to earlier work that assumes that ASes deploy S*BGP because they are concerned
about security [4, 6], our model assumes that ISPs’ local deployment decisions are based solely on their
interest in increasing customer traffic.
We carefully designed our model to capture a few crucial issues, including the fact that (a) traffic
transited by an ISP can include flows from any pair of source and destination ASes, (b) a large fraction of
Internet traffic originates in a few large content provider ASes [15,16], and (c) the cost of S*BGP deployment
can depend on the size of the ISP’s network. The vast array of parameters and empirical data relevant to
such a model mean that our analysis is not meant to predict exactly how the S*BGP deployment process
will proceed in practice; instead, our goal was to evaluate the efficacy of our S*BGP deployment strategy.
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Theorems, simulations and examples. We explore S*BGP deployment in our model using a combination
of theoretical analysis and simulations on empirical AS-level graphs [2,7]. Every example we present comes
directly from these simulations. Instead of artificially reducing algorithmic complexity by subsampling [14],
we ran our simulations over the full AS graph. Thus, our simulations ran in time O(N 3 ) with N = 36K,
and we devoted significant effort to developing parallel algorithms that we ran on a 200-node DryadLINQ
cluster [28].

1.3

Key insights and recommendations.

Our evaluation indicates that our strategy for S*BGP deployment can drive a transition to S*BGP.
While we cannot predict exactly how S*BGP deployment will progress, a number of important themes
emerge:
1. Market pressure can drive deployment. We found that when S*BGP deployment costs are low, the vast
majority of ISPs have incentives to deploy S*BGP in order to differentiate themselves from, or keep up
with, their competitors. Moreover, our results show this holds even if 96% of routing decisions (across all
source-destination AS pairs) are not influenced by security concerns.
2. Simplex S*BGP is crucial. When deployment costs are high, deployment is primarily driven by simplex
S*BGP.
3. Choose a few well-connected early adopters. The set of early adopters cannot be random; it should
include well-connected ASes like the Tier 1’s and content providers. While we prove that it is NP-hard to
even approximate the optimal set of early adopters, our results show that even 5-10 early adopters suffice
when deployment costs are low.
4. Prepare for incentives to disable S*BGP. We show that ISPs can have incentives to disable S*BGP.
Moreover, we prove that there could be deployment oscillations (where ASes endlessly turn S*BGP on and
off), and that it is computationally hard to even determine whether such oscillations exist.
5. Minimize attacks during partial deployment. Even when S*BGP deployment progressed, there were
always some ASes that did not deploy S*BGP. As such, we expect that S*BGP and BGP will coexist in
the long term, suggesting that careful engineering is required to ensure that this does not introduce new
vulnerabilities into the interdomain routing system.
Bibliographical notes. An extended abstract of this work appeared at SIGCOMM’11, and the full version
of this work is available as online at http://www.cs.bu.edu/˜goldbe/papers/SBGPtrans_full.
pdf. Video of a presentation of this work is available at http://www.nanog.org/meetings/nanog49/
presentations/Tuesday/sec_bgp.wmv.
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